Stop. Think.
Safety Tips For Monitoring Baby

Call 911

for any emergency

Selecting a monitor can seem overwhelming. There are so
many options, but there are a few things to consider
when choosing the right one for you and your baby.
•

Are you having multiples or do you plan to have more than one child? You
might want to consider a monitor with two cameras.

•

Will it be important to you to monitor the temperature in baby’s room, or
do you need a night light?

•

Do you want to be able to talk back to your husband while he searches for
the diapers in the nursery?

•

Try to think long-term and how you might want the monitor to grow with
your family.

•

How big is your house and how far away do you need the monitor to read?

For the safest, most private monitoring here are some
additional questions to consider about the technology of
your baby video monitor:
•

Is it digital to ensure privacy? Summer Infant produces only digital (2.4GHz)
baby monitors to optimize parents’ privacy and security.

•

Does it have an encrypted signal? Summer video monitors do.

•

If you are purchasing an internet or wifi monitor, does it have multiple
privacy features? Some internet video monitors use open sourced software
to provide connectivity, making it your responsibility to supply security. You
can be confident that Summer monitors have multiple security and privacy
features such as password protection, privacy mode signaling and control
options, and user controllable settings.

No matter what type
of monitor you choose,
ALWAYS be sure to
keep cords at least
three feet away from
baby’s reach.

We offer a wide selection of state-of-the-art baby video monitors with different
features that are important to parents. To learn more about what is available, view
our quick look feature guide to discover and compare the unique features of all our
monitors. (link to feature guide)
For more safety tips,
visit summerinfant.com/safetytips, and download our
Safe Sleep Guide and September Safety Month Tips.
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